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The investigation of collective excitations, especially electricThe investigation of collective excitations, especially electric
and magnetic dipole vibrations of nuclei play an important and magnetic dipole vibrations of nuclei play an important 
role in determination of nuclear structure. The data from role in determination of nuclear structure. The data from 
these  excitations have revealed exciting new insights into these  excitations have revealed exciting new insights into 
nuclear structure. The study of these excitations gives nuclear structure. The study of these excitations gives 
valuable information about nuclear structure and nucleonvaluable information about nuclear structure and nucleon--
nucleon forces at low energy.nucleon forces at low energy.

Therefore,  sensitive experimental tools are needed to Therefore,  sensitive experimental tools are needed to 
investigate electromagnetic dipole and other higher order investigate electromagnetic dipole and other higher order 
excitationsexcitations



Nuclear collective excitations have bin Nuclear collective excitations have bin 
investigated in (investigated in (e,ee,e`), (`), (p,pp,p`) and (`) and (γγ,,γγ`) `) 
scattering experiments.scattering experiments.

((γγ,,γγ`)`) photon scattering experiment named photon scattering experiment named 
Nuclear Resonance Fluoresances (NRF) is the Nuclear Resonance Fluoresances (NRF) is the 
most efficient method to study collective most efficient method to study collective 
excitationsexcitations..



Recently electroRecently electro-- magnetic dipole response E1 magnetic dipole response E1 
and M1 can be studied using real photons as and M1 can be studied using real photons as 
projectiles. The photon scattering method gives projectiles. The photon scattering method gives 
complete and model independent information complete and model independent information 
about dipole strength distributionsabout dipole strength distributions. . 



Figure 1. The principle NRF experi-
ments using a bremsstrahlung beam



The observable which can be obtained from this 
pure electromagnetic excitation method are*:

1. 1. The energy of the state The energy of the state ;;
2. 2. The The γγ--decay branching ratios to the ground decay branching ratios to the ground 

state and excited states;state and excited states;
3. 3. The The multipolaritymultipolarity of the transition and from this of the transition and from this 

thethe spin spin of the excited state;of the excited state;
4. 4. The absolute transition strength or lifetime of The absolute transition strength or lifetime of 

the state if all decay branches are known;the state if all decay branches are known;
5. T5. The he pariparitty of the statesy of the states
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

**All these observable are deduced model independent wayAll these observable are deduced model independent way



The capacity of NRF experiments limited 
by many factors:

1. 1. Analyzing power of the Compton scattering Analyzing power of the Compton scattering 
process is energy dependent and approaches process is energy dependent and approaches 
zero at energies more than zero at energies more than 4 MeV4 MeV

2.2. TThe rather weak interaction between the he rather weak interaction between the 
photons and the target materialphotons and the target material.. ThereforeTherefore,,
one needs for typical obtainable photon one needs for typical obtainable photon 
currentscurrents of of aboutabout 101066 c/(sc/(s keVkeV) ) atat the target the target 
position large amountsposition large amounts ofof isotopically isotopically 
enriched target materialenriched target material (i.e.(i.e. aroundaround 500500 mgmg))



3. 3. The typical count rates in the The typical count rates in the Ge(HPGe(HP) ) 
detectorsdetectors isis of the order of a few thousand of the order of a few thousand 
events perevents per secondsecond at electron at electron bembem currents currents 
of about 5 of about 5 µµA leadingA leading to typical to typical 
measuring times of several hours for the measuring times of several hours for the 
spectra 4spectra 4--8MeV8MeV

4. 4. HHighigh energy  background irradiation fromenergy  background irradiation from
evidence materialevidence material



Figure 1.The principle NRF experiments 
using a bremsstrahlung beam



Table 1. Materials wich have been used as radi-
ators or collimators in NRF
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An ideal photon source used in (γ,γ’) scattering 
experiments should have the following charac-
teristics:

-- High spectral intensity High spectral intensity ((I=NI=Nγγ //eVeV ss))

-- Good Good monochromaticitymonochromaticity ((∆∆EEγγ/E/Eγγ))

-- Tunable in a broad energy rangeTunable in a broad energy range

-- High degree of linear polarizationHigh degree of linear polarization ((PPγγ=100%)=100%)



Unfortunately up to now there are no such ideal Unfortunately up to now there are no such ideal 
sources available fulfilling all these sources available fulfilling all these 
requirements in every respect. Therefore, requirements in every respect. Therefore, 
diverse photon sources have been applied in diverse photon sources have been applied in 
low energy photon scattering depending on the low energy photon scattering depending on the 
special experimental requirements and aims special experimental requirements and aims 
intended in the investigations. Therefore, only intended in the investigations. Therefore, only 
with the advent of the new generation of with the advent of the new generation of 
experimental facility with improved detection experimental facility with improved detection 
characteristics it is possible to investigate in characteristics it is possible to investigate in 
detail the fine structuredetail the fine structure of the magnetic and of the magnetic and 
electric response. electric response. 



Table 2.Characteristics of the different photon sources
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An ideal photon source can be free electron laser An ideal photon source can be free electron laser 
for nuclear spectroscopy experiments that is for nuclear spectroscopy experiments that is 
cover all of above characteristics.cover all of above characteristics.

Comparison of traditionally used photon sources Comparison of traditionally used photon sources 
and FEL can be shown from Table 1. It is very and FEL can be shown from Table 1. It is very 
clear that, FEL photons are best for all four clear that, FEL photons are best for all four 
basic requirements for NRF experiments.basic requirements for NRF experiments.



FEL-Nucleus Colliders

RecentlyRecently, a , a new method new method has has been proposed to been proposed to 
investigate the scattering reactions with photons investigate the scattering reactions with photons 
on on fully ionised nucleifully ionised nuclei, , namely namely FELFEL--Nucleus Nucleus 
colliders wich colliders wich is is free from the abovefree from the above--
mentioned troublesmentioned troubles..

[H.[H.AktasAktas et al., et al., NucNuc. . InstrInstr. &. &MethMeth A428 (1999)271A428 (1999)271--275]275]



Figure 2. General schematic view of the proposed 
design



In the nucleusIn the nucleus rest rest frameframe thethe energyenergy of FEL of FEL 
photonphoton is is multipliedmultiplied byby 22γγNN , , where where γγNN is is thethe
LorentzLorentz factorfactor of of thethe nucleus nucleus 

Due to good monochromaticity Due to good monochromaticity ((∆∆E/E<10E/E<10--33÷÷1010--44))
withwith thethe typicaltypical obtainableobtainable numbernumber of of photonsphotons
of of thethe orderorder of 10of 1013 13 γγ//bunch and excellent bunch and excellent 
tunabilitytunability, , this method this method can be can be successfully used successfully used 
to investigate nuclear excitations with low to investigate nuclear excitations with low 
multipolarity multipolarity in in wide energy regionwide energy region..



The energy of FEL Photons needed for 
excitation at the corresponding nuclei level 
can be experessed as     

for LHC :   
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The luminosity The luminosity of of the the FELFEL γγ-- NNucleusucleus collisions collisions 
can be can be expressed expressed as  as  

LuminosityLuminosity is is obtobtaainedined as  as  L=L=10102828--10103300 cmcm--22ss--11
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The number of the events :

σσaveave isis averaged cross sectionsaveraged cross sections . . 

aveR Lσ=



Table 3.Main parameters of the TTF FEL beam.

5050RmsRms beambeam sizesize, , σσx,yx,y ((µµm)m)
11Energy spread Energy spread of of photonsphotons ∆∆EESELSEL/E/ESELSEL (10(10--33--1010--44))

193193EnergyEnergy of FEL of FEL photonsphotons, , ωω (eV)(eV)
44NumberNumber of of photonsphotons perper bunchbunch, n, nγγ (10(101313))

1010RepetitionRepetition raterate, , ffreprep.. ((HzHz))
72007200NumberNumber of of bunchesbunches perper pulsepulse, , nnbb

10001000PulsePulse lengthlength,  ,  µµss
11NumberNumber of of elctronselctrons perper bunchbunch, n, nee (10(101010))



Table 4.Main parameters of nuclei beam at LHC

100100Number Number of of bunches bunches in FEL in FEL pulsepulse, , nnbb ((nsns))
1010RRMS MS beam beam size at IP,size at IP, σσx,yx,y ((µµm)m)
2020Amplitude function Amplitude function at IPat IP ,, ββ** (cm)(cm)
1.51.5Normalized emittanceNormalized emittance,, εεNN (mm(mm mradmrad))
1.41.4PParticlesarticles perper bunchbunch, , nnnucnuc (10(1088))
7.07.0MaximumMaximum beambeam energyenergy , E (, E (TeVTeV))

LHCLHC



This This facilityfacility allows the production allows the production of of 
monochromatic photons with high density and monochromatic photons with high density and 
the accelerated fully ionized nuclei see the few the accelerated fully ionized nuclei see the few 
kev energy kev energy FEL FEL photons photons as as aa ”laser””laser” beam with beam with 
MeV energyMeV energy..

The potential The potential of FELof FEL--Nucleus colliders Nucleus colliders in in search search 
for collective for collective IIππ =1=1++ excitationexcitationss of  of  1212C, C, 208208Pb  Pb  
140140Ce ,Ce ,154154Sm, Sm, andand 180180Hf  had Hf  had beenbeen mademade..

BelowBelow we we presentpresent some some resultsresults for for ththeesese nucleinuclei::



TablTablee 55.. ((γγ,,γγ’’)) scattering results for excitations scattering results for excitations of of 154154Sm.Sm.
E*,MeV Jπ Γ,eV ω (keV) σave, cm2 R/s (105)

1.973 1+ 0.004 0.329 0.328 10-25 0.765
2.443 1+ 0.010 0.407 0.503 10-25 1.01
2.556 1- 0.030 0.426 0.132 10-24 2.64
2.617 - 0.036 0.436 0.147 10-24 2.95
2.744 1- 0.030 0.457 0.107 10-24 2.13
2.778 1- 0.007 0.463 0.240 10-25 0.479
2.825 1- 0.015 0.471 0.488 10-25 0.977
2.842 1- 0.025 0.474 0.799 10-25 1.60
2.882 1- 0.012 0.480 0.368 10-25 0.736
2.907 1+ 0.017 0.485 0.508 10-25 1.02
3.092 1+ 0.051 0.515 0.127 10-24 2.53
3.117 1+ 0.036 0.520 0.872 10-25 1.74
3.193 1+ 0.101 0.532 0.228 10-24 4.55
3.339 - 0.014 0.557 0.276 10-25 0.552
3.366 - 0.015 0.561 0.289 10-25 0.578
3.371 1+ 0.021 0.562 0.402 10-25 0.805
3.426 1- 0.016 0.571 0.292 10-25 0.584



TablTablee 66.. ((γγ,,γγ’’)) scattering results for excitationsscattering results for excitations of of 180180HfHf

E*,MeV Jπ Γ,eV ωSEL(ke) σave, cm2 R/s (105)
2.582 1 0.017 0.433 0.712 10-25 1.420
2.617 1 0.032 0.438 0.013 10-25 2.640
2.715 1 0.013 0.455 0.484 10-25 0.968
2.892 1 0.016 0.484 0.470 10-25 0.941
2.947 1 0.025 0.494 0.720 10-25 1.440
3.068 1 0.018 0.514 0.465 10-25 0.930
3.559 1 0.018 0.596 0.298 10-25 0.596
3.584 1 0.025 0.600 0.394 10-25 0.788
3.614 1 0.030 0.605 0.473 10-25 0.945
3.766 1 0.032 0.631 0.438 10-25 0.877
3.774 1 0.025 0.632 0.341 10-25 0.683
3.786 1 0.027 0.634 0.361 10-25 0.722
3.836 1 0.025 0.643 0.319 10-25 0.637
3.851 1 0.035 0.645 0.451 10-25 0.902
3.889 1 0.036 0.651 0.453 10-25 0.906
3.967 1 0.025 0.665 0.293 10-25 0.585
3.978 1 0.05 0.666 0.641 10-25 1.280


